YOUR OWN
BRILLIANT DESIGN

WITH
STICKY CRYSTAL
BY
PRECIOSA CRYSTAL COMPONENTS

STICKY CRYSTAL
BY PRECIOSA CRYSTAL COMPONENTS

Easy to use, surprisingly affordable, it can quickly transform any surface and object
into an elegantly sparkling work of art.
This is Sticky Crystal by PRECIOSA Crystal Components.
STICKY CRYSTAL is an innovative and unique way of creating crystal designs
with PRECIOSA Crystal Components. It’s a self-adhesive product of your choice
of shapes, colours and sizes made with the popular MC Chaton Rose VIVA 12®.
We can customize it to fit your object either with your own design, or we can
help you develop a design to match your exact specifications. Or you can just
choose from our selection of ready-made Sticky Crystal by PRECIOSA Crystal
Components products!
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PRODUCT FEATURES
1

A UNIQUE PRODUCT
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INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

Sticky Crystal by PRECIOSA Crystal Components
is a true revolution in crystal decorating technology.
It assures perfect, uniform and flawless adhesion,
allowing objects to be precisely, quickly and
creatively decorated each and every time.
The application was designed and patented
by the founder of the G.S.M., an Italian crystal
design company. Based on over twenty years of
experience in the world of the pure, sparkling and
top quality crystal, supported by constant research
and development, this innovative technology
makes it possible to create virtually any design
that also must meet the highest requirements and
expectations.

Sticky Crystal by PRECIOSA Crystal Components
is the perfect way to decorate and enrich objects
with a singular, stylish elegance and can be
applied to an incredibly wide range of industries
and sectors, including: jewellery and accessories,
furniture & lifestyle products, packaging,
beauty and health products, sports, high-tech,
office supplies, kitchen accessories, and food
& beverage products. Plastic, metal, wood,
ceramic, glass, and paper and are just some of the
materials that can be brilliantly embellished.
About the only thing you cannot apply it to is your
skin or textiles (for textiles we have our regular
Flat Back and Sew-on assortment).
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PREMIUM QUALITY

Sticky Crystal by PRECIOSA Crystal Components
is a premium product. The lead-free MC Chaton
Rose VIVA 12® has an exceptional cut and brilliant
optical-aesthetic properties, and its resilience and
high-quality also make the application suitable
for processes and use in extreme heat, water,
with detergents and other many other potentially
damaging substances.
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EASY AS 1 – 2 – 3

Decorating items with Sticky Crystal by PRECIOSA
Crystal Components is so easy, anyone can do it!
Just peel, stick and instantaneously create
a sparklingly bejewelled creation! With our simple
directions applying Sticky Crystal by PRECIOSA is
a snap. What’s more if you wish to remove it, it will
leave no signs or damage to the surface to which it
was applied. Your product can thus easily be
re-decorated!

ECO-FRIENDLY

PRECIOSA is a European company that believes
in preserving the environment. We enforce
environmentally safe working conditions and utilize
ecologically responsible technologies. You can
rely on MC Chaton Rose VIVA 12® by PRECIOSA:
it complies with the most stringent international
standards (including REACH, RoHS*, OEKO-TEX
Standard 100, EN 71-3, CPSIA, CPSC 16 CFR
1303, ASTM F2923-11, ASTM F963-11).
* Except for Citrine, Coral, Garnet, Hyacinth, Light Siam, Olivine, Siam, Sun.

WITH STICKY CRYSTAL BY
PRECIOSA CRYSTAL COMPONENTS
YOU ARE LIMITED ONLY
BY YOUR IMAGINATION!
For more information, our product offering, or our
photo gallery of inspiration, visit our website at
www.preciosa.com or www.stickycrystal.com.
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CUSTOM CRYSTAL
CREATIONS
JUST FOR YOU!
There are two simple ways to completely transform your product into a sparkling
luxury item with Sticky Crystal by PRECIOSA Crystal Components. If you’re
looking to add some quick initials or a shimmering frame or border to your
products, just from our standard catalogue selection of pre-designed patterns, shapes
and lettering and then just peel and stick!
Or, if you would like something special, something unique for your product, interior,
brand or company, we can easily adapt Sticky Crystal by PRECIOSA Crystal
Components to meet your exact needs. It can be something simple like modifying
an existing catalogue product with your own colour and size combinations, or we
can create a completely customized design. Just contact your dedicated PRECIOSA
Sales Representative.
IF YOU CAN DREAM IT, WE CAN DESIGN AND CRYSTALIZE IT!
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ANY COLOUR,
ANY SHAPE, ANY SIZE
1
Different
stone colours
Catalogue
item

Different
backing colours

REDESIGN
A CATALOGUE ITEM

Do you like the standard offer, but would
like to adapt it to a specific colour palette
or current fashion trends? Then modify an
existing catalogue product using your own
colour combinations, adhesive backing
colour, or completely reconfigure the
sizes, shapes and colours to create
a semi-customized design.
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CREATE A CUSTOM SHAPE
OR DESIGN

Do you want to use your own customized
shape or would you like to create something
completely original and different? Create
your own unique self-adhesive crystal
design by choosing shapes, sizes and
colours that fit your vision. We can create
just about anything onto our standard panel
size (260 × 320 mm).

3
260 × 320 mm
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THINK BIG

If you’re thinking on a bigger scale, like
a giant logo or super-sized promotional
icon, it may require more than one standard
crystal panel (260 × 320 mm) to create your
concept. This process requires a bit more
design work – but it’s nothing our designers
can’t handle! In fact, the bigger, the better!
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(HF)

Crystal AB | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal Apri | 00030

(BC) (HF)

Crystal AgF | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal Aur | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal BdF | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal BlF | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal CaG | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal GdH | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal Hon | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal Lab | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal Lag | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal MtC | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal StG | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal Vel | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Crystal Ven | 00030

(TC) (HF)

Jet | 23980
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MC Chaton Rose VIVA 12® |

30

Whichever of these three options you choose, remember that you can use any colour combination or size
of our MC Chaton Rose VIVA 12® HF or 8-facet MC Chaton Roses HF, including all our most recent colour
additions. What is more, this new technology has no limits, so when creating your own motif you can use
as many colours and stone sizes as you wish. They just have to fit your design.

(HF)

Jet AB | 23980

(TC) (HF)

Jet BrF | 23980

(TC) (HF)

Jet Hem | 23980

(TC) (HF)

Jet SiF | 23980

(TC) (HF)

Alexandrite | 20210

(HF)

Amethyst | 20050

(HF)

Aqua Bohemica | 60010

(HF)

Aquamarine | 60000

(HF)

Black Diamond | 40010

(HF)

Blue Zircon | 60230

(HF)

Burgundy | 90100

(HF)

Capri Blue | 60310

(HF)
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(HF)

Coral | 93180

(HF)

Deep Tanzanite | 20480

(HF)

Emerald | 50730

(HF)

Fuchsia | 70350

(HF)

Garnet | 90120

(HF)

Gold Beryl | 10430

(HF)

Gold Quartz | 00530

(HF)

Green Turmaline | 50020

(HF)

Hyacinth | 90040

(HF)

Chrysolite | 50000

(HF)

Indian Pink | 70040

(HF)

Indicolite | 60100

(HF)

Jonquil | 80100

(HF)

Khaki | 50330

(HF)

Light Amethyst | 20020

(HF)

Light Burgundy | 90095

(HF)

Light Colorado Topaz | 10330

(HF)

Light Peach | 90300

(HF)

Light Rose | 70020

(HF)

Light Sapphire | 30020

(HF)

Light Siam | 90070

(HF)

Light Topaz | 10020

(HF)

Montana | 30340

(HF)

Olivine | 50230

(HF)

Padparadscha | 90350

(HF)

Peridot | 50520

(HF)

Rose | 70010

(HF)

Rose Opal | 71350

(HF)

Ruby | 90110

(HF)

Sapphire | 30050

(HF)

Siam | 90090

(HF)

Smoked Topaz | 10220

(HF)

Sun | 90310

(HF)

Tanzanite | 20410

(HF)

Topaz | 10070

(HF)

Turquoise | 63030

(HF)

Violet | 20310

(HF)

White Opal | 01000

(HF)

Colours AB
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Crystal | 00030

art.

438 11 110

4

MC Chaton Rose |

(HF)

Crystal AB | 00030

(tc)

(HF)

Crystal Aur | 00030

(tc)

((HF)

Crystal GdH | 00030

(tc)

(HF)

Crystal Hon | 00030

(tc)

(HF)

Crystal Lab | 00030

(tc)

(HF)

Crystal StG | 00030

(tc)

(HF)

BACKING COLOURS
You can select a backing colour from our Colour
Guide, a combination of backing colours, or even
have your own image printed on the backing.
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PANEL FORMATS
STANDARD PANEL
FORMAT
Sticky Crystal items come
on a standard 320 × 260 mm
sheet with a set number
of stickers. The panel is not
perforated.

PUNCH-OUT PANEL
FORMAT
If you wish more flexibility – for
example to divide the standard
panel (320 × 260 mm) into
smaller sections of Sticky Crystal
for your customers – you can
order the Punch-Out Format.
Here, the sheet is perforated
along each individual stickers.
Should this not be an ideal
solution for you, we can also
customize the perforations
according to your specifications.
To order a custom Punch-Out
Format please contact your
dedicated PRECIOSA Sales
Representative.
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DISTRIBUTION
OF STICKY CRYSTAL BY PRECIOSA CRYSTAL COMPONENTS

G.S.M.
EU, Monaco, Norway, Turkey,
Switzerland, Liechtenstein

In case of interest in further PRECIOSA Crystal Components within the European Union
and Turkey please do not hesitate to contact any of our authorized distributors:

PRECIOSA
Rest of the world

Czech Rep.

Flintová Markéta

www.koralky-glamour.cz

Germany

Görlach Besatzschmuck GmbH

www.goerlach-gmbh.de

Distribution places

Great Britain

PRECIOSA Service Centre
Opletalova 3197
466 67 Jablonec nad Nisou
Czech Republic

Crystal Parade
Dance Sport International Ltd.
Juliette Designs
Richards´ Designs

www.crystalparade.co.uk
www.dsi-london.com
www.czechcrystals.co.uk
www.richard-designs.com

Greece

Taxiarchis Chatzianagnostou Bros. S.A.

www.taxiarchis.com

Italy

CS-Italia Srl.
G.S.M. Srl
GI.MA. S.r.l.
Mario Terraneo di Anna Maria
Maurice Mode s.r.l.
Scala Due S.r.l.

www.cs-italia.it
www.gsmfixy.com
www.gima-accessori.com
www.m-terraneo.it
www.mauricemode.com
www.scaladue.it

Poland

Diament Studio
IKA - Krzysztof Biernat

www.diamentstudio.com.pl
www.ika-biernat.pl

T +39 059 699658

Spain

Transworld import export, S.L.

www.traimex.com

www.stickycrystal.com

Turkey

Buji Teks Acses. San ve Tic. Ltd. Sti.

www.bujiteks.com

T +420 488 115 555
www.preciosa.com
G.S.M. SRL
Via Campania 1
41012 - Carpi (MO)
Italy
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